Highlights from
the Field
Commissioner Adams’
July 2019 Update

THANK YOU

to the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association for a spectacular Convening!
Every June, CCA members meet for a week full of education, networking, committee meetings, and
a lot of fun! I attended sessions on state land management, water management and succession
planning. I look forward to future collaboration!

THANK YOU

Inclusive Denver: Equity and Accessibility Summit for Action
(IDEAS for Action) planners and attendees!
The IDEAS for Action summit, hosted on June 24 – 25, 2019, was a gathering for thoughtprovoking discussions and solutions-based recommendations for Justice, Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion in Denver environmental-based nonprofits. The event was hosted at Community First
Foundation in Arvada. I attended session on privilege, micro aggressions and allyship.

Special thanks to C. Parker McMullen Bushman, Vice President of Programs, Butterfly
Pavilion, who created this summit and all those who make it a reality! Excellent job and
I look forward to future convenings and collaboration!

THANK YOU

Great Outdoors
Colorado (GOCO)!
On Friday, July 12th at
Four Mile Historic Park
in Denver, GOCO hosted
an outdoor event to
connect stakeholders
committed to
connecting children to
the outdoors.
The event included a
screen of the short film,
Wilder: A Tale of Love
for the Outdoors.

ADD PHOTOS HERE

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Decolonizing Interpretation
July 30, 2019 - 10a Pacific/1:00p Eastern (1 hr)
Jane Beattie and Bill Gwaltney

Heritage interpretation has both the opportunity and an obligation to be more
inclusive of culture and to question dominant and privileged cultural
perspectives. What does decolonizing look like and how might each of us do in our
own interpretive practices to decolonize our programs, exhibits, and spaces?
For more information or to register, please visit
https://www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/_events/Registration_Folder/Webinar_Display.aspx?E
ventKey=WEB073019

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Addressing Challenges and Opportunities in
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in the
Environmental Sector
August 7, 2019 - 5:30-7:30pm
The Riverside, 1724 Broadway, Boulder CO

Join Masters of the Environment Graduate Program (MENV) on Wednesday August
7th from 5:30-7:30pm for a panel conversation about the challenges and
opportunities related to diversity, equity and inclusion in the environmental sector.
The panel will be moderated by Dr. Tolonda Tolbert, MENV Advisory Board member
and diversity and inclusion expert with over a decade of experience translating and
operationalizing theory and research into the practice of fostering inclusive
cultures.
For more information or to register:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfd0yQ_iX9XOW7tPC8p0DIhXcTNlJlREjXkwV7Ua_zHO3AJlQ/vie
wform

